FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
of governments and of fellow-socialists, hating some of these
almost more than Napoleon III., a champion of liberty and a
keen critic of the apparent aspirations towards freedom of
Italy and Poland—he is not an easy man to fit into a ready-
made category.
How can the needed remodelling of society be brought
about ? Certainly not by any tinkering with the outside forms
and frameworks of government. To believe that constitutional
changes can really affect the social body is to evade the most
fundamental of political contradictions, that of authority and
freedom. Previous writers have been mainly concerned, accord-
ing to their particular standpoint, first as to who would control
the machine of government and, secondly, as to the limits, or
definition, that could be given of its functions. All endeavoured,
as Caudel remarked in a previously quoted phrase, to " place
a perfectly free individual in an absolutely powerful State/'
Not so Proudhon. He faces the contradictions, and while
ultimately reaching some form of synthesis may be said to
sacrifice the term that others keep—the State.
What does Proudhon believe in first and foremost? In the
supreme value of the individual as a moral being realizing
himself though a free moral will. Free will is to him, in Berth's
picturesque phrase, " both the Sphinx and the Gordian knot,
the enigma and its solution, the Thermopylae and the Pillars
of Hercules of Philosophy. Every human being is as it were
the absolute cleft in twain, the battlefield of a sublime struggle
fought with one other by all absolute freedoms."1 This morally
free being has but one real final aim in life—to become better
than he now is, to overcome his passions, particularly the lust
of the flesh, the lust of power and the lust of gold.
We have already alluded to Proudhon's assertion of the
essential nobility of poverty, of the deceitfulness of riches, and
felicite, se composent de la repression des mechants, de I'encouragement des
bons, de Amelioration de tous. C'est la loi de Tfivangile aussi bien que de la
philosophic et vous £tes ici responsable devant le Christ et devant les hommes "
(Letter, 3ist December 1863). Strange words from a professed atheist!
1 Berth, Mtfaits des Intellectuels, p. 302.
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